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The Mummy Returns PS2 GameplayRelease Date: October 3, 2001 Genre: Action, Shooter, FPS Interface
Language: English Developer: Naughty Dog Description: We can safely say that "Return to Egypt" is the most

canonical game of the series by the number of its fans. The fictional country of Ancient Egypt has been keeping
its fans in constant suspense for two years now thanks to the ever-increasing degree of cruelty. If in the first part
we were witnesses of being buried alive in the ground on suspicion of belonging to a sacred evil, then here is the

turn to the fiery hyena. In just one shift, in which the NPCs of the game tell visitors to the secret temple
"Everything you have is ours", they turn into soulless, bestial killers. In the city of N-D, led by a certain A-N, they
go over the corpses to their goal, fearing only one thing - lest they be put in jail. But when a person becomes a toy

in games, this is the end for him. Advanced technologies of the game world allow you to enjoy it "on the other side
of the screen" and even resurrect in it, and also, as was the case with the first "Return", survive the death of your

character. The new "Return" from Naughtyshare has absorbed all the best features series. The list of the most
important changes is familiar to the series.Now "return from the grave" takes place in a more realistic way - after
you are pulled out of the ground. You can sneak up on an enemy and then hit him in the head - and, like the first

time, this can change your fate forever. The screen size has also grown, now there is a little more space for a
combat unit. At the same time, the quality of graphics, animation and sounds remains on top. Awards: Best Indie
Game. Game Critics Choice for Most Heartbreaking Screenplay. Best Support. GamesOMA. Best Mixed Game.

APE. Best update. Fun finds: In the fourth minute of the game, you are arrested for stealing two heads from
Burton. Fire Hyena: After meeting with A-C, the statue comes to life and leaves. In the next room, you are

attacked by a hydra that tries to kill, but your blood stops it .On the other side of the wall.After killing the hydra,
an op
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